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Introduction
 Goal: to make AI a reality by offloading the complex learning
applications to edge devices.
 On the hardware front, the majority amount of sensing data is becoming
to overwhelm traditional data centers thus is expected to be performed at
the network edge, due to the benefits of low-latency response, wise usage
of bandwidth, as well as data security and privacy.

 On the algorithm front, deep
networks have made great
strides in executing detection
and recognition tasks with the
computation of deep learning,
requiring huge amount of
hardware resource that is not
affordable for edge devices
such as surveillance cameras
and wearable things.

 Resource cost

FPGA Resource Cost

 Slice count: 32,309 for LUT and 38,130 for FF
 Power consumption: 714 mW Total (610 mW dynamic power and
104 mW static power)
Resource
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LUT

32,309

63,400

50.96

LUTRAM
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3.39
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38,130

126,800

30.07
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94

135
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35
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41
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1

6

16.67

Fig. 4 (a) FPGA slice cost [3]

Fig. 4 (b) FPGA power consumption [3]

 Contributions:

Fig. 1 Cloud-edge-device computing system [1]
 Combining the merits of
hardware parallelism and the inherent error-tolerance of the learning
algorithms. it offers an opportunity to minimize the energy cost
corresponding to different quality constrains.
 The project has a great potential to be used in some time-sensitive
systems such as a facial recognition by surveillance cameras during an
AMBER Alert.

Design Architecture
 A design structure of facial detection with Nexys 4 FPGA
 In the dotted blue box, we have developed a platform which is able to
configure the OV7670 camera via the I2C controller and show images
on monitor via VGA interface. The preliminary result is available on the
http://sceweb.sce.uhcl.edu/xiaokun/#
 The Viola-Johns data-path, as depicted in the dotted orange, is workin-process by applying many approximations of FPGA computing

Fig. 4 (c) FPGA power use (by percentage) [3]

A Case Study on Self-tuning Approximation
 A case study of energy-quality (E-Q) tradeoff - color to
grayscale converter (12 different approximations of design )
 ×1.37 --2.16 energy savings - quality constraints (<3%)
 ×2.31-2.50 energy savings - quality constraints (3% - 7.5%)

Fig. 5 (a) 12 approximations of the design on color-to-grayscale converter [2]

Fig. 5 (b) Leveraging
E-Q leads to an
average ×1.37 --2.16
savings in energy for
modest
loss
in
application output
quality (<3%), and
×2.31-2.50 energy
savings for impact
on relaxed quality
constraints (3% 7.5%) [2]

Fig. 2 FPGA design architecture of facial detection [1]

A Facial Detection Platform on FPGA
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